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29 January 2020 
 
Dear Parent/Carer, 
 
I would like to thank the parents who have shared their thoughts with me regarding our                
changes to the MFL provision at Tring School. I have shared and discussed these concerns               
with our Head of School, CEO and Chair of Governors. 
  
This decision has been taken after much consideration and aims to support the current Year               
8 students progression in MFL. We need to ensure that our students have the opportunity to                
study a language at KS4 and KS5 if they wish. Our curriculum plan for KS4 for the school                  
has changed and as a result of this detailed work we took the decision that we would not be                   
offering German as a GCSE choice in the future. 
 
By way of some background to reaching this decision, our MFL team has been teaching the                
revised GCSE specifications for two years now, and we felt the need to address our MFL                
curriculum provision during the Autumn 2019 term following detailed analysis of our 2019             
GCSE results. It is well reported that language GCSEs are more challenging than many other               
GCSE options and we need to ensure that our students have the opportunity to achieve the                
best grades that they are capable of. The specifications have increased in content and              
difficulty and we came to the realisation that our current KS3 model is not adequately               
preparing our students for the challenge of languages at GCSE. 
 
In our new KS3 curriculum model it would not be feasible to offer three languages and                
therefore, we made the decision that our current Year 10 and 11 cohorts will be our final two                  
groups to take German GCSE at Tring. As GCSE German will not be an option for our KS3                  
students it then made sense to make the change now so that as much time as possible can                  
be spent developing skills in the language that the students will potentially pursue. We              
believe that narrowing the focus to one language will increase the number of students opting               
for languages at GCSE, as students will feel more confident in their ability at the end of Year                  
9. We are passionate about growing languages at Tring School and we would like all               
students to choose a language as one of their GCSE options.  
 
Given the decision taken in the Autumn term, we then had to do a significant amount of work                  
around timetabling and staffing. A decision had to be taken as to whether to allow Year 8                 
students to continue studying German for the remainder of the year (knowing that no GCSE               
option would be offered at the end of Year 9) or whether to immediately put plans in place to                   
change their lessons. We appreciate very much the concern that this has caused some              
parents as they feel that the time since September has been spent learning German when               
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the time could have been spent learning French instead. However, our students moving             
back to French will begin revising their French learning in lessons straight away.  
 
The MFL team are currently planning together a condensed version of the curriculum             
covered from September 2019 - January 2020, to be taught to our students moving on to                
French. This is still in the planning stages but when in place after half term we will monitor                  
the progress of these students closely and if extra support is required, we will put it in place. 
 
Significant changes to our curriculum offer are very rare and as I stated in our previous                
communication, we have not taken this decision lightly. However, as a whole school we must               
take proactive steps in teaching and learning and we are confident that we are making the                
right decision for our students going forward. We appreciate that parents may have liked to               
have had some input into the discussions, but on this occasion we needed to act decisively.                
We ask you to trust that we have the best interests of all our students at the heart of every                    
decision that we make at Tring School. 
 
Yours faithfully, 
 
 
 
Ruth Georgiades 
Deputy Headteacher 

 


